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Stakeholder Meetings Summary
Public and Stakeholder Comments - Outside Review Period

Meeting Notes
PROJECT:

City of Helena Multimodal Traffic Study

SUBJECT:

Public Meeting Notes

DATE:

June 18, 2018

TIME:

10:30 AM – 12:00 PM; and 6:00 PM – 7:30 PM

LOCATION:

City‐County Building; Room 326
316 N. Park Avenue, Helena, MT
ATTENDEES*: Scott Randall
Robert Peccia and Associates
Andy Rutz
MIG
Ryan Leland
City of Helena
David Knoepke (morning only) City of Helena
*Sign‐in sheet attached

Introduction
The City of Helena has engaged Robert Peccia and Associates (RPA) and MIG to develop a multimodal
traffic study of identified intersections and Last Chance Gulch in downtown Helena. The approximate
area to be evaluated includes Last Chance Gulch from 6th Avenue to Lyndale Avenue, and Lyndale
Avenue from Last Chance Gulch to Montana Avenue. The main intersections to be evaluated are the
five‐point intersections of Last Chance Gulch, Helena Avenue, and Neill Avenue and Lyndale Avenue,
Montana Avenue, and Helena Avenue. Also included is an evaluation of two‐way traffic on Last Chance
Gulch between Neill Avenue and 6th Avenue.
A series of two informational meetings were held to discuss the study scope and process. Both meetings
were held on June 18, 2018 in Room 326 at the City‐County Building, 316 North Park Avenue. The first
meeting was held from 10:30 AM to Noon; the second from 6:00 PM to 7:30 PM. The meetings were
identical in format and content and included a brief presentation by RPA, followed by an open
discussion period. The intent of the meetings was to discuss the work effort necessary to develop the
traffic study, and to identify project needs from stakeholders and the public. Comments made during
the meeting were captured on a “flip chart” and are summarized herein.
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Morning Public Meeting Summary
The first public meeting began at 10:30 AM. There were 30 people who signed the sign‐in sheet.
Attendees included area business owners, stakeholder representatives, local agencies, and the general
public. The following is a summary of comments heard during the morning meeting:
 The intersections referred to as “malfunction junction” do not really malfunction. They generally
operate well from a traffic standpoint.
o The “mini malfunction junction” has seen a substantial reduction in traffic volume since
new development in the Custer Interchange area.
 Access is a critical need. Development needs proper access.
 Future meetings need to be better notified. Direct notification is preferred, either through
mailings or email.
 Safety is critically important. Safety for all users, including pedestrians and bicyclists.
 The 6th Ward area has plans for future development which is anticipated to impact traffic.
Access to the 6th Ward area needs to be improved.
 The study area not big enough. The area should include the Boulder Avenue underpass and the
6th Ward.
 There are many stakeholders and agencies who need to be involved in the study.
 The at‐grade railroad crossing on Montana Avenue is an impediment.
o The railroad is a major stakeholder and should be included in discussions early in the
process.
o The crossing affects emergency services and response times.
 There are three schools in the study area. The schools have major influences on traffic in the
area.
o There is potential future expansion of Helena College.
o Future plans for the schools should be considered.
 Access and connectivity to Centennial Trail is important. Montana Avenue is a barrier to non‐
motorized crossings.
o Thorough non‐motorized circulation and corridors are needed.
 Events at Memorial Park and Kindrick Field create traffic issues.
 Solutions need to be identified and implemented in a timely manner.
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Evening Public Meeting Summary
The second public meeting began at 6:00 AM. There were nine people who signed the sign‐in sheet.
Attendees included area business owners, stakeholder representatives, and the general public. The
following is a summary of comments heard during the evening meeting:
 Lyndale and Montana Avenues are too vehicle‐centric. They need better pedestrian and bicycle
accommodations.
o Helena Avenue is a better example of a multi‐purpose corridor. The roadway services as
a good connector between downtown and the 6th Ward area.
 The study should look at what users’ destinations are and the best way to connect people to
their destination.
 The walking mall should be evaluated for bicyclists.
 Last Chance Gulch should be more bike friendly.
 Rodney and 6th should be evaluated as alternate routes. They are efficient connections.
 Circulation and access are key components that should be evaluated.
 The schools in the area are major influences on traffic conditions.
 Redevelopment of the Capital Hill Mall may impact traffic patterns.
 A grade‐separated railroad crossing at Montana Avenue is needed.
 Centennial trail is blocked by Montana Avenue.
o Grade‐separated pedestrian crossings are needed across Montana Avenue.
 Livingston Avenue should be re‐opened for traffic.
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MEETING SUMMARY
Public Meetings

MEETING OVERVIEW
On September 28 and 29, 2020, RPA facilitated a series of in-person meetings with individuals and
small groups including residents, property owners, and representatives from business, school,
neighborhood, and mobility interests within the study area. To minimize health and safety risks, the
meetings were held by appointment and were limited to three attendees per appointment in addition
to RPA staff. At each meeting, RPA provided an overview of the study and presented existing
conditions information and initial areas of concern. RPA facilitated conversations to discuss issues,
needs, and feedback on improvement areas. A total of 28 individuals attended the meetings.

MEETING ATTENDEES
Name

Scott Randall
Sarah Nicolai
Kerry Pedersen
Jackie Mohler
Kalli Kind
Greg Hampton
Rick Schuette
Marcia Allen
John Andrew
Adam Hein
Maryanne George
Joice Franzen & Jesse
Franzen
Jim Lingohr
Paul Montgomery
John Iverson
Mike Mergenthaler
Mike Griffith
Rex Seeley
Ryan Schwochert
Joel Peden & Charles
Alvarez
David & Crystal Shors
Rose Casey, Kathy
Macefield, Pam Attardo
Bart Bratlien
Michael Dowling &
Michael Frudakis
Joe Mueller

Organization

Robert Peccia and Associates
Robert Peccia and Associates
Robert Peccia and Associates
Family Outreach
Helena School District
Business Owner
Property Owner
Resident
Residents
Business Owner
Business Owner
Property Owner
Chamber of Commerce
Business & Property Owner
Disability Organization
Representatives
Residents
Midtowne & 6th Ward Neighborhood
Association (MSWNA)
Business Owner
Business Owners
Business & Property Owner
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Meeting Date & Time
Multiple meetings
Multiple meetings
Multiple meetings
9/28/2020 at 10:00 AM
9/28/2020 at 10:00 AM
9/28/2020 at 10:30AM
9/28/2020 at 11:00 AM
9/28/2020 at 11:00 AM
9/28/2020 at 11:30 AM
9/28/2020 at 12:30 PM
9/28/2020 at 12:30 PM
9/28/2020 at 4:00 PM
9/28/2020 at 4:30 PM
9/28/2020 at 7:30 PM
9/29/2020 at 10:00 AM
9/29/2020 at 10:00 AM
9/29/2020 at 10:30 AM
9/29/2020 at 11:00 AM
9/29/2020 at 11:00 AM
9/29/2020 at 12:30 PM
9/29/2020 at 1:00 PM
9/29/2020 at 1:00 PM
9/29/2020 at 1:30 PM
9/29/2020 at 2:00 PM
9/29/2020 at 4:30 PM

DISCUSSION SUMMARY
Attendees offered the following comments relevant to this study. Comments reflect varying viewpoints
and perspectives.
Location
General

Last Chance
Gulch / Helena
Ave / Neill Ave
5-point
intersection

Lyndale Ave /
Montana Ave /
Helena Ave
5-point
intersection

Comment
• Prioritize safety for pedestrians and school children
• Provide pedestrian-activated signals/pedestrian beacons at high-use
crossings
• Consider pedestrian refuge islands to improve pedestrian safety and
comfort
• Adjust pedestrian crossing timing to accommodate individuals with
disabilities
• Consider walk audits during design to address needs of individuals with
disabilities
• Provide improved wayfinding to key locations (including Helena College,
Downtown, Railroad District)
• Limit impacts to businesses, private property, and parking
• Follow complete street principles on all corridors
• Do not make any changes to intersection
• If 2-way traffic is recommended on Last Chance Gulch, consider closing
Cruse St leg and routing 11th Avenue traffic down to Last Chance Gulch.
• Consider bike detection
• Consider roundabout
• Provide wayfinding and gateway signage
• Do not close Helena Avenue leg
• Provide wayfinding and gateway signage
• Do not close Helena Avenue leg
• Close Helena Avenue leg and convert to parking/walking areas
• Prioritize intersection improvements
• Address barriers for pedestrians and bicyclists; lengthen signal phase for
pedestrians
• Enable through movement from west leg of Lyndale Avenue to the east
into the 6th Ward neighborhood
• Do not install roundabout
• Maintain access to former Caird property
• Provide northbound right-turn bay from Montana Avenue onto Lyndale
Avenue and Helena Avenue
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Location
Last Chance
Gulch corridor

Lyndale
Avenue corridor

Helena Avenue
corridor

Montana
Avenue corridor

Comment
• Do not install raised intersection at 6th Ave/Last Chance Gulch
• Enhance bicycle/pedestrian accommodations
• Install leading pedestrian interval (LPI) at signalized intersections
• Consider improvements to old utility infrastructure
• Provide 2-way traffic flow to increase business activity
• Consider 2-way traffic impacts to delivery trucks and parallel parking
• Improve ADA accessibility for pedestrian features, including sidewalks,
curb ramps, and crosswalks
• Consider 2-way traffic queuing impacts on 5-point intersection
• Consider 1-way traffic impacts for ADA parking and loading/unloading
• Provide beautification and improved aesthetics from Neill Avenue to
Lyndale Avenue
• Lower speed limit to 25 mph
• Improve existing Warren St pedestrian crossing to safely accommodate
children and provide connectivity to parks
• Provide pedestrian crossing treatment at Ewing Street
• Extend Centennial Trail to connect to enhanced crossing at National
Avenue
• Consider a traffic signal at National Avenue.
• Consider prohibiting northbound left-turn movements from National Avenue
onto Lyndale Avenue
• Limit number of new/enhanced pedestrian crossings
• Provide signage in advance of 5-point intersection indicating restricted turn
movements
• Provide improved pedestrian crossing with bulbouts at 14th St and 16th St
• Maintain 2-way traffic
• Maintain Helena Avenue legs at both 5-point intersections
• Maintain sightline from historic Helena Depot
• Extend bike lanes/bike treatments to 5-point intersections
• Consider improved intersection angles to increase visibility for pedestrians,
buses, and personal vehicles
• Consider traffic flow during events and bus routing
• Address poor alignment at National Avenue, N Dakota St, and Boulder
Avenue
• Limit number of new/enhanced pedestrian crossings
• Consider effects and incorporate pedestrian/bicycle accommodations with
future grade separation at rail crossing
• Extend Centennial Trail with enhanced crossing/future signal at Argyle
Street/Bozeman Street
• Do not close southbound left-turn bay from Montana Avenue to Boulder
Avenue unless alternate 6th Ward access provided.
• Consider extending Livingston Avenue from Montana Avenue to Roberts
Street if Helena High School is redeveloped in a new location.
• Consider extending Centennial Trail to the south with crossing at existing
Livingston Avenue or Billings Avenue traffic signals.
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MEETING SUMMARY
Stakeholder Discussions

MEETING OVERVIEW
In August, September, and October 2020, RPA facilitated a series of informal stakeholder meetings
with groups representing business, school, neighborhood, and mobility interests within the study area.
With the exception of the September MSWNA and October BID/DHI presentations, the meetings were
held virtually to minimize health and safety risks. At each meeting, RPA provided an overview of the
study, presented existing conditions information gathered to date, and introduced initial improvement
concepts. Presentation topics were tailored for each audience depending on geographic or modal area
of interest. RPA facilitated conversations with each group to discuss issues, needs, and feedback on
improvement areas.

MEETING ATTENDEES
Name

Organization

Sharon Haugen

City of Helena

Mike McConnell
Rose Casey & 13
Representatives
Micky Zurcher

Kalli Kind
Doug Habermann

City of Helena
Midtowne & 6th Ward Neighborhood
Association (MSWNA)
Downtown Business Improvement
District (BID)
Downtown Business Improvement
District (BID)
Downtown Business Improvement
District (BID)
Helena School District
Bike Walk Montana

Sandra Bauman
John Rutherford
Donna Breitbart
Wilbur Rehmann
Andres Haladay
Erin Woodrow
Jacqueline Isaly
Greg Wirth
Jim Wingerter

Helena College
Helena College
Helena College
Non-Motorized Travel Advisory Council
Non-Motorized Travel Advisory Council
Non-Motorized Travel Advisory Council
Non-Motorized Travel Advisory Council
Non-Motorized Travel Advisory Council
MT Department of Transportation

Scott Randall
Sarah Nicolai
Kerry Pedersen
Ryan Leland
David Knoepke
Mark Young

Mike Rooney

Andy Shirtliff

Meeting Date & Time

Robert Peccia and Associates
Robert Peccia and Associates
Robert Peccia and Associates
City of Helena
City of Helena
City of Helena
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Multiple meetings
Multiple meetings
Multiple meetings
August 13, 2020 – 10:00 AM
August 13, 2020 – 10:00 AM
August 13, 2020 – 10:00 AM & 2:00 PM
September 15, 2020 – 5:15 PM
August 13, 2020 – 10:00 AM & 2:00 PM
September 30, 2020 – 10:00 AM
September 30, 2020 – 10:00 AM
August 13, 2020 – 10:00 AM
September 24, 2020 – 5:00 PM
August 13, 2020 – 2:00 PM
October 13, 2020 – 3:00 PM
August 13, 2020 – 2:00 PM
October 13, 2020 – 3:00 PM
August 13, 2020 – 2:00 PM
August 20, 2020 – 2:00 PM
August 20, 2020 – 3:00 PM
September 15, 2020 – 5:15 PM
August 26, 2020 – 3:00 PM
August 26, 2020 – 3:00 PM
August 26, 2020 – 3:00 PM
September 15, 2020 – 5:15 PM
September 15, 2020 – 5:15 PM
September 15, 2020 – 5:15 PM
September 15, 2020 – 5:15 PM
September 15, 2020 – 5:15 PM
September 30, 2020 – 8:30 AM

Name

Jim Combs
Sheila Ludlow
Karen GrosulakMcCord
Stan Brelin
Geoff Streeter
Mark Roylance
Rex Seeley
Lee Schubert
Ryan Stavnes

Organization

Meeting Date & Time

MT Department of Transportation
MT Department of Transportation
Downtown Business Improvement
District (BID)
Downtown Business Improvement
District (BID)
Downtown Business Improvement
District (BID)
Downtown Business Improvement
District (BID)

September 30, 2020 – 8:30 AM
September 30, 2020 – 8:30 AM
October 13, 2020 – 3:00 PM

MT Department of Transportation
MT Department of Transportation
MT Department of Transportation

September 30, 2020 – 8:30 AM
September 30, 2020 – 8:30 AM
September 30, 2020 – 8:30 AM

October 13, 2020 – 3:00 PM
October 13, 2020 – 3:00 PM
October 13, 2020 – 3:00 PM

DISCUSSION SUMMARY
Attendees offered the following comments.
Name
Rose Casey

Ryan Leland

Comment
• The neighborhood association would like to see the Midtown/6th
Ward/Railroad TIF District area become a vibrant retail and service center
similar to the Downtown core. Rather than a separate destination, the
neighborhood should be an integrated part of the city’s core, along with the
Capitol, Downtown, and Cathedral areas.
• Improved access and connectivity will be important, especially since left-turn
movements are currently prohibited from Lyndale Avenue onto Montana
Avenue. The Montana Avenue five-point intersection is particularly difficult
for out-of-town visitors who might not know which movements are limited.
Additional signage at this intersection would be beneficial.
• With enhancements, National Avenue could serve as a link between Lyndale
and Last Chance Gulch. The railroad crossing needs improvements.
• Extension of Livingston Avenue from Montana Avenue to Roberts Street
would improve access to the Helena High School, Bryant Elementary School,
the Helena College campus, and generally to the Midtown/6th Ward
neighborhood. This extension would eliminate the need for southbound leftturn movements from Montana Avenue onto Boulder Avenue.
• On Helena Avenue in the southwest direction, one lane should be restriped
for left-turn movements only, with the other lane enabling right and through
movements. Currently the combined left/through lane can back up due to
conflicts with oncoming traffic.
• With a new connection to the existing I-15 underpass at Boulder Avenue,
Lyndale Avenue could provide a beneficial connection to the Walmart area,
relieving some traffic from Prospect Avenue.
• The Centennial Trail extension should be routed along National Avenue and
adjacent to the railroad to connect to Roberts Street and Beattie Park, with
beautification elements included. Roberts Street provides an important northsouth connection through the neighborhood
• The City is currently working with Montana Rail Link to improve the railroad
crossing at National Avenue.
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Name
Mark Young

Andy Shirtliff

Micky Zurcher

Kalli Kind

Comment
• The Helena Avenue/14th Street pavement markings were covered during a
recent chip seal treatment. The City is currently working to restripe this
intersection with a yield bar and crosswalk. Crossing signage is already in
place, and ADA curb ramps were recently installed.
• MDT has indicated the new signal at Last Chance Gulch and 14th Street will
be fully operational starting Monday, August 17th.
• It would be desirable to leverage National Avenue to connect the Centennial
Trail across Montana Avenue to the 6th Ward neighborhood and south to
Helena Avenue for a connection to Downtown.
• The study should consider if a pedestrian walking bridge over Montana
Avenue would be feasible.
• Additional access and connectivity to trails and the Downtown area would be
beneficial. The study should evaluate how to address barriers to connectivity.
• There will be strong interest in the design for the Downtown five-point
intersection. A roundabout was highly criticized in the past by former BID
Board members who still own property adjacent to the intersection. New
Board members may be more receptive to an alternate configuration.
• There is no consensus on conversion of one-way to two-way traffic on Last
Chance Gulch. Some business owners are supportive, while others strongly
oppose a change. There likely isn’t a solution that will please all parties.
• For some individuals, it is hard to imagine a change to two-way traffic.
Exhibits and visualizations would be very helpful along with a summary of the
challenges and benefits of each scenario.
• Downtown business owners are frustrated with parking and may comment
on that element.
• The Helena School District strongly opposes extending Livingston Avenue
from Montana Avenue to N Roberts Street due to safety considerations.
Currently, students and faculty use this area for parking and access. Heavy
pedestrian volumes occur throughout the day between the Helena High
School and the adjacent Vocational Technology Center.
• Helena School District staff frequently use the Boulder Avenue intersection
on Montana Avenue to access the District warehouse buildings on Boulder
Avenue.
• Curb cuts at the southern end of the shop buildings are provided onto
Montana Avenue, although this approach is rarely used.
• Helena School District buses use Boulder Avenue and Roberts Street to
access Helena High School.
• In the future as the Helena High School building ages, the School District
may consider building a new facility in a new location. However, until then,
the School District would prefer to keep the current configurations on
Livingston and Boulder Avenues.
• Out-of-town buses use Montana Avenue and Helena Avenue to access
Vigilante Stadium. They make wide turning movements and require ample
room for parking and maneuvering. The School District would prefer to
maintain Helena Avenue access through the existing five-point intersection
with Montana Avenue.
• Connectivity and walkability are important for all schools within the study
area, including Helena High School, Helena Middle School, Central School,
Bryant Elementary School, and Helena College.
• Helena Middle School often hosts community events in its auditorium, and
pedestrian safety across Helena Avenue is important.
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Name
Doug
Habermann

Sandra
Bauman
John
Rutherford

Donna
Breitbart

Wilbur
Rehmann

Comment
• Doug serves in an advisory role for the Helena Non-Motorized Travel
Advisory Council (NMTAC), which is focused on improving the railroad
crossings at Henderson Street. A second priority is coordination with the 6th
Ward community to extend Centennial Trail.
• Bike Walk Montana supports trail and path connectivity improvements to
better integrate as part of the transportation system.
• The Helena Multimodal Traffic Study should coordinate with the Cruse
Avenue visioning effort to ensure proposed alignment of proposed
improvements at the Last Chance Gulch five-point intersection.
• A marked pedestrian crossing with a painted crosswalk and flashing beacon
is needed at the National Avenue/Lyndale intersection.
• Complete streets elements should be considered for all City improvement
projects, with a focus on comfort and welcoming aesthetics.
• In addition to business owners, stakeholder outreach should include schools
and organizations representing low-income, elderly, and disabled individuals.
• Helena College students and staff frequently are delayed at the Montana
Avenue rail crossing when driving between facilities. Crossing improvements
are desired.
• Roberts Street is frequently used to bypass the 5-point intersection at
Montana Avenue. However, inconsistent traffic control makes this route
challenging.
• The vacated portion of Townsend Avenue between Roberts Street and
Sanders Street is used as a through street.
• The Railroad TIF District would like to see Livingston extended between
Montana Avenue and Roberts Street.
• The angled parking spaces along Townsend Avenue to the east are far away
from the main building and not well lit. Students and staff and hesitant to park
in this area.
• Helena College owns property to the east between Livingston and Townsend
Avenues, enabling future expansion if needed.
• Pedestrian connectivity is desired between Helena College, Helena High
School, and the 6th Ward neighborhood.
• A Centennial Trail connection to the east is important to the walking and
biking community.
• The hill east of the Last Chance Gulch/Helena Ave/Neill Ave intersection
makes it difficult to quickly bike/walk away from intersection traffic
• Visibility is limited east of the Lyndale/National Avenue intersection toward
Montana Avenue, making it difficult for drivers and non-motorized users to
see other users
• Visibility is also an issue at the on Lyndale Avenue/Ewing Street intersection
due to the angle and configuration with Rodney Street.
• At the Montana Avenue/Lyndale Avenue five-point intersection, a pedestrian
underpass was previously considered and should be considered again with
this study.
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Name
Andres
Haladay

Greg Wirth

MSWNA
Representatives

Comment
• Beyond individual intersections, the study should consider pedestrian
corridor continuity. If pedestrian crossing treatments are provided on Lyndale
Avenue at Warren Street and National Avenue, appropriate treatments
should also be provided on Helena Avenue at these locations.
• If Boulder Avenue were to be closed to left-turn movements from Montana
Avenue, improvements would be needed at the Montana Avenue/Lyndale
Avenue five-point intersection to provide better access and connectivity with
the 6th Ward neighborhood.
• The Lyndale Avenue/Ewing Street intersection is heavily used by pedestrians
during baseball games. Attendees park on the south side of Lyndale Avenue
and cross the highway to watch the game. The study should consider this
intersection.
• Helena Avenue works well for bicyclists, however additional pedestrian
improvements and beautification is needed. In some cases, massive
pavement areas create a heat island effect, which is uninviting for
pedestrians.
• When considering extension of Centennial Trail, the current Argyle Street
configuration is more functional for bicyclists compared to Lyndale Avenue.
• Consider converting Lyndale Avenue to a one-way street for one block east
of Montana Avenue.
• Consider a roundabout at Montana Avenue/Lyndale Avenue five-point
intersection or consider closing one or more legs to create a standard
intersection layout.
• On Lyndale Avenue eastbound, a left-turn movement onto Helena Avenue
used to be allowed but is now restricted. Restoring this movement would
improve access to the 6th Ward neighborhood. MDT has indicated willingness
to reconsider if the City proposes this change.
• At the time a grade-separated rail crossing is provided on Montana Avenue,
consider a grade-separated pedestrian facility.
• Consider a pedestrian overpass across Montana Avenue connecting to the
City’s public transit terminal at Argyle St/Bozeman St.
• Where the bike lanes currently end on Helena Avenue, striping or other
treatments are needed to carry bicyclists through the five-point intersection.
• Route bikes across Lyndale Avenue at the Ewing St/Rodney St intersection
to access bike lanes on Helena Avenue. Crossing Montana Avenue could be
accomplished at the Boulder Avenue intersection.
• Consider using the old Craig Bridge for a bicycle overpass across Montana
Avenue.
• East of Montana Avenue, route truck traffic on Lyndale Avenue instead of
Boulder Avenue, with a new Lyndale Avenue connection underneath I-15 to
access Walmart.
• Consider the potential impact to adjacent properties of a grade-separated rail
crossing on Montana Avenue.
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MDT
Representatives

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

Montana Avenue and Lyndale Avenue are part of the National Highway
System and are classified as principal arterials. Any proposals would need
to support the function, safety, and operations of these routes.
Improvements to Montana Avenue and Lyndale Avenue are not currently a
priority for MDT. There are no MDT projects identified for the foreseeable
future on these routes. Any proposals would need to be funded through the
City and considered through MDT’s System Impact Action Process as a
project initiated outside of MDT.
Neill Avenue, 11th Avenue, and the portion of Last Chance Gulch north of the
five-point intersection are part of the Urban system. While these roadways
are maintained by the City, any proposals for the five-point intersection would
need to be approved by MDT.
An enhanced pedestrian crossing at one of the intersections on Lyndale
Avenue between Montana Avenue and Last Chance Gulch may be
appropriate to connect Centennial Trail, Helena Middle School, and multiple
parks. Under MDT’s pedestrian crossing guidance, a beacon may be
warranted depending on volumes.
Currently there is no pedestrian infrastructure north of Lyndale Avenue. If
new crossings are proposed on Lyndale Avenue, receiving facilities would be
needed to the north.
MDT has not evaluated the intersection of Lyndale Avenue and National
Avenue for signal warrants. It is not an ideal location for a signal due to
proximity to the five-point intersection. The Bedford Street angle creates
difficult geometry in this location.
MDT Safety had previously looked at the Lyndale Avenue/Warren Street
intersection for potential safety improvements. However, if no pedestrianinvolved crashes have occurred at this location, it would not qualify for HSIP
funding. The current status is unknown.
Overhead beacons provide enhanced visibility and protection for pedestrian
crossings on multilane facilities compared to side-mounted beacons.
However, overhead beacons take longer to clear traffic compared to a
traditional RRFB.
MDT understands the desire to extend Centennial Trail east of Montana
Avenue. Routing to the east has not yet been determined.
A pedestrian crossing at Argyle Street may cause traffic to back up to the atgrade rail crossing and would require careful consideration. During the PM
peak, the crossing gates can go up briefly before going down again. MDT’s
concern is that it may not be possible to clear traffic adequately if a pedestrian
beacon were activated during active use of the rail crossing.
Additionally, if MDT pursues a grade-separation project at the rail crossing in
the future, any pedestrian facilities at the Argyle intersection would likely be
impacted. MDT has no update on timeframes for future rail grade separation.
MDT suggested consideration of bringing Centennial Trail from Argyle Street
down Montana Avenue, with crossing facilitated at the five-point intersection.
Alternately, the trail could be connected across Lyndale Avenue at Warren
Street or Ewing Street and routed to use the existing signals at Livingston
Avenue or at Billings Avenue to cross Montana Avenue.
MDT recommends a wholistic evaluation of connectivity and access needs
and potential crossing locations to best accommodate pedestrians within the
study area.
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Name

Mike McConnell
& Sharon
Haugen

BID Board
Members

Comment
• The diagonal angle of Helena Avenue makes the five-point intersection
challenging. MDT recognizes closure of Helena Avenue is generally not
popular with the community.
• MDT Safety had looked at a possible project to close the southbound leftturn lane from Montana Avenue onto Boulder Avenue. The current status is
unknown.
• The preferred alternative for the Cruse Avenue Visioning project is essentially
a road diet with enhanced pedestrian and bicyclist amenities. A separated
multiuse path jumps back and forth on Cruse Avenue due to grade and
topography issues. The City does not have any concerns relative to
connections with the five-point intersection study.
• The City acknowledged varying opinions about two-way traffic on Last
Chance Gulch. Although a two-way configuration may increase traffic
volumes and bring additional business to downtown, it could also create
parking and loading/unloading challenges due to the constrained right-ofway. In general, the Helena community is cautious regarding change.
• The City acknowledged varying opinions about access and connectivity for
the 6th Ward neighborhood. Whatever ideas are identified, it will be important
to coordinate with any impacted business and landowners that may be
affected.
• Make any proposed bulbouts maintenance friendly in terms of snow plowing
and sweeping. For any bulbouts proposed on Lyndale Avenue or Helena
Avenue, extend only to the bike lane or provide a bike cutout.
• The intersection of Helena Avenue and 14th Street used to have a striped
crosswalk, but it wasn’t restriped after a recent pavement improvement
project.
• The new signal at Last Chance Gulch and 14th Street is very helpful. It has a
quick trigger and is responsive to minor street traffic volumes.
• Last Chance Gulch from Neill Avenue to 6th Avenue is too narrow for twoway traffic. The current one-way configuration enables bypass around
delivery trucks, parallel parking maneuvers, and slower-moving bicycles.
• Improvements that would impact on-street parking are not supported. Loss
of any parking on Last Chance Gulch from Neill Avenue to 6th Avenue is not
acceptable to the business community.
• If the current two-lane, one-way configuration is retained on Last Chance
Gulch, no dedicated bicycle facilities are needed. The one-way configuration
serves as a form of traffic calming and encourages slow travel speeds, which
increases bicyclist comfort.
• Additional options for bicyclists include Cruse (downhill), Fuller Avenue, and
Front Street.
• Bike access on the walking mall is needed. Consider striped lanes, bollards,
or other treatments to provide protection.
• Extension of Centennial Trail to the east is supported.
• Closing Helena Avenue at the two five-point intersections is not supported.
Helena Avenue is an important connecting corridor providing access to
Downtown.
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Public Comments
Outside Review Period

#
1

Name

Comment

Midtowne and Sixth Ward
Neighborhood Association
Board of Directors
06/21/2018

1

#

2

Name

Rose Casey
08/17/2020

Comment

I thought I would summarize the points that I made regarding your online presentation of the
traffic study. I will share this summary with people in the Sixth Ward/Railroad business district
area and invite them to send you their comments/concerns.
Suggestions for improved accessibility into Sixth Ward:
• Open up Livingston Avenue at the traffic light on Montana Ave. to becoming a street that
heads east and intersects with Roberts street. This allows easy access to Helena College
from Montana Avenue and is a great route for school buses travelling to and from Bryant
School. It also takes left turn traffic congestion on Montanan Ave. away from Boulder Ave.
• Allow traffic travelling east on Lyndale to turn left at Malfunction Junction on to Helena
Avenue towards the depot. (It would also make sense to allow traffic coming from the
east to turn left on to Montana Avenue at that same time. Otherwise, eastbound Lyndale
traffic will continue to try using National Avenue to get over to Montana Avenue. And that
is not good traffic management.)
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Other suggestions for better traffic flow in the Sixth Ward:
• There is a short section of Lyndale street next to Toppers. Make just that short section a
one-way street heading east. This will reduce congestion of cars approaching malfunction
junction.
• On Helena Avenue by Toppers heading up to malfunction junction, make that left lane on
Helena Avenue a left turn only lane! As it is now, traffic trying to go straight through on
Helena Avenue gets bogged down by cars trying to turn left on to Montana Avenue from
Helena Avenue. Helena avenue on the other side of malfunction junction over by Harvest
bakery already has a left turn only lane. Can’t we have a “left turn only” signal for those
two lanes of traffic on Helena Avenue during peaks hours?
Several years ago when the city initiated a TIF district that included the railroad business
district, they stated at a city/county administrative meeting that is was of utmost importance
that they improve access into the Sixth Ward and railroad business district in order to
revitalize the area, attract new businesses and improve this retail/service
corridor. They said that with this TIF district in place, it was now their responsibility to address
this need for better accessibility into the Sixth Ward neighborhood and business district. It
was one of the main reasons for this traffic study. With that in mind, I hope that solutions for
improving accessibility into the Sixth Ward are prominently featured in your recommendations
from this traffic study. I would recommend that you include Roberts street in your traffic study.
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Pamela Mencher
09/06/2020

This is not just about improving traffic into this area. It is about finally integrating this area of
town into the whole of Helena. It is also about the formation of a tourism triangle route that
connects Helena’s tourist sites. The route runs from the depot down Helena Avenue to
downtown (and the Cathedral which is a huge tourist attraction) and
then on to the Capital, then travels back down Roberts Street to the depot. As you may have
heard, train aficionados from around the world come to our depot to photograph helper
engines heading out for the continental divide. Helena is one of the only places in the US
where this takes place. We also now have a state-of-the-art model train museum developing
along this tourism triangle route. Improving traffic flow along this triangle route sets us up for
increased tourism in Helena.
I wanted to offer feedback to the recent traffic study done concerning the Sixth Ward access
points. I had been made aware of this through Rose Casey, President of the Midtowne Sixth
Ward Neighborhood Association. I am the Executive Director of the new Helena Avenue
Theatre, a live performance venue at 1319 Helena Avenue, just a block west of the train
depot. We were ready to open our new theatre and conference facility right when Covid 19
hit and were forced to postpone our opening. However, we are able to hold small group
activities in compliance with pandemic guidelines.
At any rate, I would like to see the access into the Sixth Ward vastly improved, given that I
am opening a new business there. We are located across the street from the new Vanilla
Bean, and although we aren't completely open yet, I have witnessed significant increase in
traffic and visitation in our neighborhood. I hope that solutions for improving accessibility into
the Sixth Ward are prominently featured in your recommendations from this traffic study, and
include Roberts Street in your assessment, as that is a very important cross street for our
neighborhood.
I hope you understand my concern as a new business owner in the Sixth Ward. Improving
traffic into this area needs to focus on finally integrating this area of town as a part of the
whole of Helena. It is prominently featured in the "tourism triangle route" that connects
Helena's tourist sites, including the route that runs from the depot on Helena Avenue to
downtown and then up to the Cathedral and on to the Capitol, and then down Roberts Street
to the depot area.
Last, I want to state my support for Ms. Casey's concerns about opening up a direct route to
Helena College from Montana Avenue, as I often use the College as a marker when I'm
giving directions to people who want to visit our theatre facility. She makes very good points
for several other items that need to be included in your traffic study recommendations, and I
hope that you will incorporate her feedback accordingly.
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Melissa Lewis
09/25/2020

Comment

If you have any questions for me, please contact me at the phone and email address below.
Thank you for this opportunity to offer community feedback on the proposed changes to
traffic patterns that will improve community access into my business district. We in the Sixth
Ward are just as important as the downtown area, and deserve some attention from the City
to improve our accessibility. Thank you.
I’m Melissa Lewis, a Helena based Gov Relations Consultant who led a few public meetings
on the 5 point intersection discussions several years ago.
I fully support changes to the intersection for safety reasons, and can tell you the Man Store
will be vehemently opposed. The Man Store hired an attorney, Mr. Corey Swanson, to
represent the Man Store when the City submitted a federal grant application for intersection
improvements. Their primary beef was that they would lose two to three
customer parking spaces.
The other sticking point was utility relocations that would have been required.
In my opinion, the Man Store and utility relocates are addressable. The intersection must be
improved for public safety.
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Kyle Perkins
09/30/2020

Feel free to add my name as a strong supporter. I don’t think I can attend the public meetings
due to my work travel schedule but I wanted to share my feedback. My cell phone is 406‐
465‐8045 if you’d like further info from me.
My name is Kyle Perkins, and I am responding to a mailer I received with information about
the Five Point Intersections traffic study. I appreciated the information and found additional
resources on the city of helena website very helpful.
My wife and I recently invested in a remodel/redevelopment of the old Smitham Brothers
Auto shop building located at 1308 Boulder Ave, north of Helena High School. The building is
now operating as SkyHi Kennel, a dog daycare, boarding, and training facility. We see
approximately 120 customers per day coming by, mostly stopping for short, drop/off pick/ups.
I want to express how important it is to our business that both northbound and southbound
traffic on Montana Ave. has an efficient and easy to use access to Boulder Ave.
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Matt Pettit
10/01/2020

As the traffic pattern is currently laid out, it can be difficult both at Helena Ave, and Boulder
Ave for southbound traffic to make a left hand turn from Montana. I urge you to consider
Boulder avenue as an important corridor street for businesses and schools, and that
connectivity to Montana Ave. is important.
I live in the neighborhood directly west of Helena High. In reviewing the 'Key Areas of
Concern', I'm glad to see a number of my personal concerns identified. As a frequent
pedestrian/cyclist user I have the following priority and safety suggestions.
From highest to lowest personal priority:
• Malfunction junction for pedestrians: Time for pedestrians to cross montana ave with
the pedestrian signal should be lengthened, possibly doubled. I can almost never walk all
the way across this intersection before the signal switches to flashing red. It's an intense
intersection, where drivers are very keyed into the signals and not pedestrians. I cannot
imagine crossing this with crutches, a walker, or just as someone that moves slowly.
• Malfunction junction for cyclists: There is no guidance for cyclists in this area. A cyclist
moving from the right side of the northbound lane into the turning lane leading to Lyndale
takes their life in their hands. The curbs are claustrophobic, and many vehicles do not
respect the space required for cyclists without either a dedicated lane, "Bike boxes" or at
least some shared lane designation. All access/exit points from this intersection are
difficult for even the more fearless of cyclists. Wasn't there a traffic circle in the works
here. Gosh, that'd be great!
• Livingston Ave crossing Montana Ave: There are a ton of kids that use this crossing to
access the high school, or cross Montana ave to get over to the middle school. I
frequently see kids opposing the signal here. I think this crossing signal time should be
extended and should be responsive to pedestrian button push. I think that fewer kids
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Dustin Burdick
10/08/2020

8

Al Roy
10/13/2020

Comment

would take this risk if they were given sufficient time to cross and the signal changed
more quickly.
• Boulder + Helena Ave intersection: as pedestrian, cyclist, and driver, I use this
intersection frequently, and often see that the visibility issue due to some large trees and
strange angle result in near miss situations and lots of fist shaking and hollering. I think
that a solution could be to eliminate left turns onto Helena Ave from Boulder.
• National Ave, crossing Lyndale: Traffic comes winging around the corner off of
Montana ave pretty quick and pretty dense here. This crossing can be a harrowing
experience. An official crossing, warning of pedestrian occupancy (like where the
centennial trail crosses Spring Meadow), or a traffic light/pedestrian signal would improve
this crossing and help connect more pedestrians and cyclists to the Centennial trail.
The 6th ward is all up in arms about this left turn issue. As you are no doubt aware. Is it
possible to add a left turn from Lyndale to helena ave safely? In the past there was a turn
lane there. I remember there were a ton of accidents. From your perspective as a engineer
how do you feel about the safety issue?
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